The Royal Flying Corps had a brief existence -less than six years -but over that short period it built up from a most faltering start to the most efficient air arm in the world; and successfully fought the greatest war that mankind had experienced.
In 1917 Lord Hugh Cecil summed up the Royal Flying Corps when he wrote the following :
THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS
Yet the gestation of the Corps was painful and protracted. Only a year before its formation in May 1912, the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Field Marshal Sir William Gustavus Nicholson, had trumpeted that, "Aviation is a useless and expensive fad advocated by a few individuals whose ideas are unworthy of attention." It was against such opposition that the Corps struggled to gain acceptance as a new arm of warfare.
The prior history of English aviation had started in1862 when the Royal Engineers began trials to ascertain the military potential of balloons; and the interesting history of the development and use of balloons, including the period at Farnborough, is discussed in Briefing No. 7 in this series.
The first officially recognised manned flight in Great Britain of a powered and controlled aeroplane was by Cody on 16th October 1908 at Farnborough (see Briefing No. 12) . But, in spite of this portent of the future, it wasn't until Bleriot flew the English Channel on 25 July 1909, that the general military woke up to the fact that a new form of attack on the British Isles was possible and significantly different from the past centuries of naval attack. Furthermore, it was quite capable of completely by-passing the formidable might of the Royal Navy.
In February 1911, the Royal Engineers were authorised to form an Air Batallion with effect from 1st April 1911. Under the command of Major Sir Alexander Bannerman, No1 (Airships) was based at Farnborough with the Beta, Gamma and Delta airships, whilst No2 (Aeroplanes) was based at Larkhill.
Difficult Birth
FAST is developing a series of briefing on key aspects of Farnborough's Aviation Heritage.
These briefing notes are not intended to be a complete and comprehensive history of the subject of the title, but are intended to stimulate the imagination and encourage further reading. To that end, a 'further reading' list is included at the end of each briefing. By reading a number of different histories, written by varying authors over a range of timescales, a balance of the differences can be achieved -and the reader's own opinions formed. But we hope that these briefings will be an interesting summary.
It is a continuing process and a number of further briefings are planned. In June 1914, the entire RFC formed up at Netheravon for a 'Concentration Camp' -in the true sense of the phrase -its purpose being to concentrate under canvas the full strength of the new Corps in order to test its mobilisation ability and efficiency. In all, five squadrons were present at Netheravon -Nos 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. No 1 Squadron was in the process of converting from airships to aeroplanes and No 7 was still being formed.
BRIEFING SERIES
On the 1st July 1914 it was announced that from henceforth, the Naval Wing was to take control of all airships and airship operations and would follow an independent existence in the form of the Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS), using both airships and aeroplanes.
On the 4th August 1914 World War I broke out.
The strength of the Military Wing of the RFC, at this time, was assessed at 147 officers and 1097 men with 179 aeroplanes; with all of those in France being commanded by Brigadier-General Sir David Henderson. By November, the enormous demands being placed upon the RFC necessitated a more flexible command structure, rather than a centralized command.
On the 29th November the Wing system was implemented, with GHQ keeping control of 4 Squadron, 
Increased Demands
Above : HQ of the RFC and RAF G1 Building Farnborough. In this year, in just one of their disciplines -aerial photography -the RFC had taken 127,000 aerial photos and developed 3.9 million prints! Over the period of the war, mainly in the later stages, some 650,000 prints were made on the Western Front alone, mainly reconnaissance to assist commanders of ground forces in the field.
Rapid Expansion No. 8 -The Royal Flying Corps
Throughout the war, the Royal Aircraft Factory had been working hard and long in the support of the RFC and the broader war, mainly in production of a wide range of aircraft types -reconnaissance, bomber and fighter -culminating in the highly successful SE5a. As well as airframes, the Factory had been effective in the design, building and testing of a range of engines to power these various types of aircraft.
In other areas of aircraft technology, the Factory provided solutions to the real problems of operating aircraft under less-thanideal conditions. For example, the use of waterproof dopes; and dopes which counteracted the deterioration of the fabric covering due to sunlight was developed at the Factory by 
Long-Range Heavy Bombers
The Royal Air Force was formed on the 1st April 1918. It combined the RFC and RNAS -thus ending the era of the Royal Flying Corps. The RFC had developed from a tiny and generally inadequate force at the outbreak of the war to the most effective air service in the world in the short period of just over four years. The development of its structure, honed by the white heat of war, resulted in an effective and efficient organisation which, despite the savage cut backs after the war, was the structure on which the RAF and virtually all subsequent air forces throughout the world were formed.
Formation of the RAF and the Legacy of the RFC
Above : The Handley Page V/1500 heavy bomber in the skies in 1918
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